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In this project, we consider the heterogeneity of experimental findings. For example, how sensitive are
experimental results to the demographics of the sample? How do they depend on the output measure
used? How critical is the experimental protocol?
We consider these questions in the context of a real effort task that builds on DellaVigna and Pope (2018)
and that we run in May and June 2018. In this 2018 experiment, we run the same group of 16 experimental
treatments repeatedly, in different version. Across the different version, we consider different
demographic groups, and we vary the task used, the measure of effort, and whether subjects know that
the task is an experiment. We examine how much the experimental results change in response to these
changes, compared to a pure replication. We also elicit which of these changes experts believe will have
the most impact.
In this short document, which builds on the main pre-analysis plan, we outline how we obtain expert
forecasts for measures of heterogeneity of experimental results in our experiment. The document is
written after the completion of the data collection for the real effort experiment on MTurk, but before
the collection of the expert forecast data.
Experiment
We refer to the main pre-analysis plan for a more detailed outline of the experiment itself. In short, we
run four versions of a real-effort task.
Version 1 is a direct replication of the task used by DellaVigna and Pope (REStud 2018): participants
press two alternating keyboard buttons ('a' and 'b') within a given time period (10 minutes) (Figure 3).
There are 16 different randomly-assigned treatments with varying levels and types of incentives, of
which 15 are present in DellaVigna and Pope (REStud 2018) and one is an additional treatment which
combines a psychological intervention with a piece rate incentive. For example, some participants will
be given bonus payments based on points scored, others will raise money for charity, and some will
receive no bonus.

Version 2 is similar to Version 1 except that the task consists of coding the occupation from World War
II historical cards for 10 minutes (Figure 4). As in version 1, the participants are randomized in one of
16 treatments with varying levels and types of incentives. The treatments are parallel to the ones used
in Version 1.
Version 3 involves coding of WWII cards, as in Version 2. However, this time all subjects are required
to code 40 cards as their main task (Figure 5). After the coding of the 40 cards is completed, subjects
are randomized into 16 different treatments, parallel to the ones used in Version 1 and 2. The treatments
consist of different incentives offered to the participants in case they agree to code additional WWII
cards, up to 20 extra cards (Figure 6).
Version 4 is the same as version 3, except that, unlike in Versions 1-3, there is no consent form (Figure
2) prior to participating in the tasks, so subjects do not know that the task is an experiment. (Notice that
the participants are coding historical data as part of an economic history project, so this is a data coding
assignment.)
The key outcome variable is a measure of average effort. The measure of effort differs across the four
different versions of the experiment. In versions 1 it is the number of points scored by the subject in 10
minutes, where each point is scored as a result of pressing ‘a’ then ‘b’. In versions 2 it is the number of
WWII cards coded by the subject in 10 minutes. In versions 3 and 4 it is the number of extra WWII
cards coded by the participants beyond the required 40 cards. Within each version and within each of
the 16 treatments that we run in each version, we compute the average of the measure of effort across
the subjects in that version-treatment cell.
The details of the different versions and treatments are in Table 1 in the main pre-analysis plan
document.
Sample
In the pre-analysis plan, we set out to final sample to exclude subjects that:
(1) do not complete the MTurk task within 30 minutes of starting;
(2) exit and then re-enter the task as a new subject (as these individuals might see multiple treatments);
(3) are not approved for any other reason (e.g. they did not having a valid MTurk ID);
(4) In version 1 (a-b typing) do not complete a single effort unit; there is no need for a parallel
requirement for version 2 since the participants have to code a first card to start the task;
(5) in version 1 scored 4000 or more a-b points (since this would indicate cheating);
(6) in version 2 coded 120 or more cards with accuracy below 50% (since this would indicate
cheating);
(7) in versions 3 and 4 completed the 40 required cards in less than 3 minutes with accuracy below
50%, or completed the 20 additional cards in less than 1.5 minutes with accuracy below 50% (since this
would indicate cheating).

We also planned an ideal number of subjects of 10,000 people completing the tasks. We planned to keep
open the task on Amazon Mechanical Turk until either (i) three weeks have passed or (ii) 10,500 subjects
have completed the study, whichever comes first.
We followed the pre-registration sample rules. The experiment ran for three weeks. After three weeks,
we had 12,983 recorded responses on Qualtrics, from which we first removed 324 observations because
they had re-entered the task and therefore may have seen multiple treatments. The largest cut to the
sample (2,660 observations) occurred when removing those who had either taken more than 30 minutes
to finish or not completed the survey at all. We then 89 individuals who had not been approved for reasons
such as an invalid MTurk ID and blatant cheating on the tasks (less than 10% accuracy on the cards).
Finally, we removed 40 individuals with no button presses in the a-b typing task and those who coded
quickly with less than 50% accuracy.
A final restriction not included in the preregistration were Qualtrics data “glitches.” We removed
observations with the following data errors: (i) Missing treatment variable; (ii) Negative time stamps;
(iii) Descending time stamps; (iv) Time stamps that go beyond 10 minutes in the first task (with a 10
second leeway for early timer starts); (v) More than 10 time stamps than total coded cards. In total, these
restrictions removed 59 observations. We do not include these observations because the data is likely not
accurate of the surveyor’s behavior and probably a result of a “glitch” from Qualtric’s end.
In total, we are left with a final valid sample size of 9,811 responses, close to the envisioned sample of
10,000.
Measure of Heterogeneity of Experimental Findings
Our focus is on comparing how different samples and versions of the experiments affect the
experimental results. We focus mostly on the 15 treatments which are present both in the 2015
experiment as well as in the 2018 experiment; as additional evidence, we present also the results from
the 16th treatment which combines a psychological inducement as well as incentives. In what follows,
though, we focus on the 15 treatments, which are also the ones that experts are asked to place forecasts
on.
As measure of heterogeneity of experimental findings, we compare the results of the 15 treatments
across the different versions. We considered different measures of heterogeneity. Since we compare
versions with very different output scales (e.g., coding of WWII conscription cards versus a simple
button pushing task), we opted for a measure that is unit-free. We thus considered the Pearson
correlation and the rank-order correlation. We opted as main measure for rank-order correlation
because a natural measure of stability is that the order of effectiveness of the experimental
manipulations should be preserved. The Pearson correlation builds in a stronger assumption of linearity
between the treatments in one version versus another.
To be more precise, one can think of the stability of experimental results as follows. Our structural

estimates of the effort in the various treatments in DellaVigna and Pope (REStud) depend on two set of
parameters: behavioral parameters and incidental parameters. The behavioral parameters are the ones
which we can expect to be stable across versions, such as the discounting parameters beta and delta. In
contrast, the incidental parameters – curvature of cost of effort, level of cost of effort, and baseline
motivation – surely will differ across versions. For example, the level of the cost of effort much be
higher for a task that takes longer to execute, such as coding of WWII cards, compared to a simple
push of a-b buttons. These tasks likely also may differ in the elasticity of effort to motivation, as well as
in the baseline motivation.
We can then define two versions to have stable experimental findings if they share the same behavioral
parameters, even if the incidental parameters vary. As simulations show, given how we set up the
treatments across version, this translates into the same order of treatments across the different versions,
but the average effort for the 15 treatments will vary in a non-linear manner across version; hence, our
preference for rank-order correlation, as opposed to Pearson correlation.
An important wrinkle in this is that some of the behavioral parameters are expressed in terms of
baseline motivation – such as the increase in baseline motivation due to gift exchange – and thus are
likely to vary across versions as the tasks, and thus the baseline motivation, change. We handle this in
three ways: (i) by assuming that these behavioral parameters do not change at all across version: (ii) by
assuming that they change proportionately to the baseline parameters; (iii) by assuming a CobbDouglas transformation combining (i) and (ii).
Expert Forecasts
Given the choice of rank-order correlation to measure the stability of findings, we elicit from the
experts the stability in terms of rank-order correlations. More precisely, we ask for 10 rank-order
correlations, as we vary sample, task, and measure of output, among other changes. Before we ask any
rank-order correlation, we provide examples to illustrate how much changes in the order of treatments
are likely to change the rank-order correlation.
Also, for the initial predictions we provide the rank-order correlation which would obtain if the results
were completely stable. Consider for example the case of pure replication, comparing the 2015 button
pushing results to the 2018 button pushing results. We do Monte Carlo simulations from the 2015 data
of new samples of the size of the actual 2018 data and compute the rank-order correlation. This will be
less than 1 because the noise in the estimate can flip the order of treatments which are close in average
effort. We provide subjects the average rank-order correlation across these simulations, given that each
simulation can yield a different correlation number. Similarly, we can also provide the forecasters a
benchmark average correlation that would obtain comparing across results for different demographic
groups.
We implement only one (randomized) element in the expert survey. When forecasting about the
treatments with new outcome variables (Versions 2, 3, and 4), one half of the forecasters will receive

information exclusively on the mean of the effort variable and the standard deviation. A second half,
instead, will in addition receive information also on the average effort in the three benchmark piece rate
treatments: the no-pay treatment, the low-pay treatment, and the high-pay treatment. We indicate the
average effort in each of these treatments, as well as the standard error. This provides valuable
information on how much the effort in that version responds to motivation, and how much noise there
is in the data. We are interested in how much this information influences the expert forecasts.
The attached Appendix reproduces in detail the Qualtrics survey with the 10 rank-order correlations.
The two versions, with more and less information, are denoted 1 and V2.
Expert Sample
To draw the main expert sample, we wanted to build on the sample of 200+ experts that provided
forecasts for the 2015 experiments, given that these experts were familiar with the original experiment.
At the same time, we wanted to scale back the sample given the obvious value of people’s time and
given that the original forecast sample of 200+ people provided plenty of statistical power: our 2015
forecasting results suggest that a couple dozen respondents are enough to achieve the wisdom-of-thecrowd effect.
Thus, we narrowed the sample as follows: (i) PhD since 2005; (ii) behavioral economics is the main, or
second, field of specialization; (iii) the expert provided a forecast in 2015. Out of the resulting sample
of 73 expert, we picked 42. In addition, we added 18 behavioral economists with PhD since 2015 (who
were not included in the early sample). The latter names were largely drawn from list of attenders and
presenters at key conferences in the behavioral area (BEAM and SITE Psychology and Economics).
As additional samples, we also intend to ask a population of PhD students in economics, like we did in
2015, covering at least Berkeley and UChicago. We will also seek the responses of a group of experts
working on replication, since the topic studied is related to the issue of conceptual versus exact
replication.
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